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Abstract
Convergence of stochastic processes with jumps to di!usion processes is investigated in the
case when the limit process has discontinuous coe$cients. An example is given in which the dif-
fusion approximation of a queueing model yields a di!usion process with discontinuous di!usion
and drift coe$cients.
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1. Introduction
Suppose that we are given a sequence of semimartingales (xnt )t¿0, n= 1; 2; : : :, with
paths in the Skorokhod space D =D([0;∞);Rd) of Rd-valued right-continuous func-
tions on [0;∞) having left limits on (0;∞). If one can prove that the sequence of
distributions Qn of xn· on D weakly converges to the distribution Q of a di!usion
process (xt)t¿0, then one says that the sequence of (xnt )t¿0 admits a di!usion approxi-
mation. In this article by di!usion processes we mean solutions of Itoˆ equations of the
form
xt = x0 +
∫ t
0
b(s; xs) ds+
∫ t
0
√
a(s; xs) dws
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with wt being a vector-valued Wiener process. Usually, to investigate the question if in
a particular situation there is a di!usion approximation, one uses the general framework
of convergence of semimartingales as developed for instance by Liptser and Shiryayev
(1986, Section 3, Chapter 8) (also see the references in this book).
The problem of di!usion approximation attracted attention of many researchers who
obtained many deep and important results. The reason for this is that di!usion ap-
proximation is a quite e$cient tool in stochastic systems theory (see Kushner, 1984,
1990), in asymptotic analysis of queueing models under heavy tra$c and bottleneck
regimes (see Kogan and Liptser, 1993), in Hnding asymptotically optimal Hlters (see
Kushner and Runggaldier, 1987b; Liptser and Runggaldier, 1995), in asymptotical op-
timization in stochastic control problems (see Kushner and Runggaldier, 1987a; Liptser
et al., 1999), and in many other issues.
In all the above-mentioned references the coe$cients a(t; x) and b(t; x) of the limit
di!usion process are continuous in x. In part, this is dictated by the approach developed
in by Liptser and Shiryayev (1986, Section 3, Chapter 8). On the other hand, there are
quite a few situations in which the limit process should have discontinuous coe$cients.
One of such situations is presented by Fleming and Simon (1999) where a queueing
model is considered. It was not possible to apply standard results and the authors
only conjectured that the di!usion approximation should be a process with natural
coe$cients. Later this conjecture was rigorously proved by Chao (1999). Chao (1999)
and Fleming and Simon (1999) considered the case in which only the drift term is
discontinuous. Another example of the limit di!usion with discontinuities in both drift
and di!usion coe$cients is given by Khasminskii and Krylov (2001) on averaging
principle for di!usion processes with null-recurrent fast component.
The idea to circumvent the discontinuity of a and b is to try to show that the time
spent by (t; xt) in the set G of their discontinuity in x is zero. This turns out to be
enough if outside of G the “coe$cients” of xnt converge “uniformly” to the coe$cients
of xt . By the way, even if all these hold, still the functionals∫ t
0
a(t; yt) dt;
∫ t
0
b(t; yt) dt; y· ∈D
need not be continuous on the support of Q. This closes the route of “trivial” gener-
alizing the result by Liptser and Shiryayev (1986, Section 3, Chapter 8).
To estimate the time spent by xt we use an inequality similar to the following one:
E
∫ T
0
f(t; xt) dt6N
(∫ T
0
∫
Rd
fd+1(t; x) dx dt
)1=(d+1)
; (1.1)
which is obtained by Krylov (1974) for nonnegative Borel f. Then upon assuming
that G ⊂ (0;∞) × Rd has d + 1-dimensional Lebesgue measure zero and substituting
IG in place of f in (1.1) we get that indeed the time spent by (t; xt) in G is zero.
However, for (1.1) to hold we need the process xt to be uniformly nondegenerate
which may not be convenient in some applications. Therefore, in Section 5 we prove
a version of (1.1), which allows us to get the conclusion about the time spent in
G assuming that the process is nondegenerate only on G. In essence, our approach
to di!usion approximation with discontinuous coe$cients is close to that of Chao
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(1999). However, details are quite di!erent and we get more general results under less
restrictive assumptions. In particular, we do not impose the linear growth condition.
Neither do we assume that the second moments of xn0 are bounded.
The referees of the paper insisted on comparing our results also to Theorem 5.3
in Chapter 10 of Kushner and Dupuis (2001). The fact is that the weak limits of
processes with jumps appear in many other settings, in particular, in Markov chain
approximations in the theory of controlled di!usion processes, where, generally, the
coe$cients of xnt are not supposed to converge to anything in any sense and yet
the processes converge weakly to a process of di!usion type. The Hrst author of the
present article is currently working on the general problem of describing all weak
limit points of a given sequence of semimartingales. Theorem 5.3 in Chapter 10 of
Kushner and Dupuis (2001) also bears on this matter in the particular case of Markov
chain approximations in the theory of controlled di!usion processes. Clearly, there is
no way to specify precisely the coe$cients of all limit points in the general problem.
Still one can obtain some nontrivial information and one may wonder if one can
get anything from general results when we are additionally given that the coe$cients
do converge on the major part of the space. In Remarks 2.6 and 2.7 we show that
this is not the case in what concerns Theorem 5.3 in Chapter 10 of Kushner and
Dupuis (2001).
Above we alluded to the “coe$cients” of xnt . By them we actually mean the local
drift and the matrix of quadratic variation. We do not use any additional structure of
xnt . In particular, the quadratic variation is just the sum of two terms: one coming from
di!usion and another from jumps. Therefore, unlike Kurtz and Protter (1996) we do
not use any stochastic equations for xnt . This allows us to neither introduce nor use any
assumptions on the martingales driving these equations and their (usual) coe$cients
thus making the presentation simpler and more general. On the other hand, it is worth
noting that the methods of Kurtz and Protter (1996) may be more useful in other
problems. Our intention was not to cover all aspects of di!usion approximation but
rather give a new method allowing us to treat discontinuous coe$cients. In particular,
we do not discuss uniqueness of solutions to the limit equation. This is a separate
issue belonging to the theory of di!usion processes and we only mention the article
by Khasminskii and Krylov (2001), where the reader can Hnd a discussion of it.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we prove our main results, Theorems
2.1 and 2.5, about di!usion approximation. Their proofs rely on the estimate proved
in Section 5 we have been talking about above. But even if the set G is empty, the
results which we prove are the Hrst ones of the kind.
In Theorems 2.1 and 2.5 there is no assumption about any control of
√
a(t; x)
and b(t; x) as |x| → ∞, but instead we assume that Qn converge weakly to Q.
Therefore, in Section 3 we give a su$cient condition for precompactness of a se-
quence of distributions on Skorokhod space. Interestingly enough, this condition is
di!erent from that of Jacod and Shiryayev (1987) and Liptser and Shiryayev (1986),
and again does not involve usual growth conditions. Section 4 contains an example
of application of our results to a queueing model close to that of Chao (1999) and
Fleming and Simon (1999). We slightly modify the model by Chao (1999) and Fleming
and Simon (1999) and get the di!usion approximation with discontinuous drift and
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di5usion coe$cients. To the best of our knowledge this is the Hrst example when the
di!usion approximation leads to discontinuous di!usion coe$cients.
2. Main results
We use notions and notation given by Liptser and Shiryayev (1986). For each
n= 1; 2; : : :, let
(n;Fn;Fnt ; t¿ 0; P
n)
be a stochastic basis satisfying the “usual” assumptions. Let D be the Skorokhod space
of right-continuous Rd-valued functions xt given on [0;∞) and having left limits on
(0;∞). As usual we endow D with Skorokhod–Lindvall metric in which D becomes
a Polish space (see Liptser and Shiryayev, 1986, Theorem 2, Section 1, Chapter 6).
Suppose that for each n on n we are given an Fnt -semimartingale x
n
t , t¿ 0, with
trajectories in D. Let (Bn; Cn; n) be the triple of predictable characteristics of (xnt ;F
n
t )
and n be its jump measure (see Liptser and Shiryayev, 1986, Section 1, Chapter 4).
Then
xnt = x
n
0 + B
n
t + x
nc
t +
∫ t
0
∫
|x|61
x(n − n)(ds dx) +
∫ t
0
∫
|x|¿1
xn(ds dx);
where Bnt is a predictable process of locally bounded variation with B
n
0 = 0, x
nc
t is a
continuous local martingale with 〈xnc〉t = Cnt , n is the compensator of n. DeHne
mnt = x
nc
t +
∫ t
0
∫
|x|61
x (n − n)(ds dx); jnt =
∫ t
0
∫
|x|¿1
xn(ds dx)
so that mnt is a locally square-integrable martingale and
xnt = x
n
0 + B
n
t + m
n
t + j
n
t : (2.1)
Assumption 2.1. (i) For each n on (0;∞) × D we are given an Rd-valued function
bn = bn(t; y·) and a d × d matrix-valued function an = an(t; y·) which is nonnegative
and symmetric for any t and y· ∈D. The functions bn and an are Borel measurable.
(ii) For each r ∈ [0;∞) there exists a locally integrable function L(r; t) given on
[0;∞) such that L(r; t) increases in r and
|bn(t; y·)|+ trace an(t; y·)6L(r; t) (2.2)
whenever t ¿ 0, y· ∈D, and |yt |6 r. (iii) We have
Bnt =
∫ t
0
bn(s; xn· ) ds; 〈mn〉t = 2
∫ t
0
an(s; xn· ) ds:
Remark 2.1. We have
〈mn〉ijt = 〈xnc〉ijt +
∫ t
0
∫
|x|61
xixjn(ds dx)
and it follows from Assumption 2.1 that both summands on the right are absolutely
continuous in t. In particular, they are continuous, which along with the continuity
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of Bnt implies that x
n
t is quasi-left continuous (see Liptser and Shiryayev, 1986,
Theorem 1, Section 1, Chapter 4).
Assumption 2.2. (i) On (0;∞) × Rd we are given an Rd-valued function b = b(t; x)
and a d×d matrix-valued function a= a(t; x) which is nonnegative and symmetric for
any t and x. The functions b and a are Borel measurable.
(ii) There exists a Borel set G ⊂ (0;∞)×Rd (perhaps empty) such that, for almost
every t ∈ (0;∞), for every x lying outside of the t-section Gt := {x∈Rd: (t; x)∈G}
of G and any sequence yn· ∈D, which converges to a continuous function y· satisfying
yt = x, it holds that
bn(t; yn· )→ b(t; x); an(t; yn· )→ a(t; x):
Remark 2.2. It is easy to see that Assumption 2.2 implies that for almost any t, the
functions a(t; x) and b(t; x) are continuous on the set Rd \ Gt in the relative topology
of this set.
Also, Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 obviously imply that
|b(t; x)|+ trace a(t; x)6L(r; t)
for almost every t ∈ (0;∞) and all x satisfying |x|6 r, x ∈ Gt .
Assumption 2.3. If G = ∅, then for almost each t
(i) the set Gt has Lebesgue measure zero,
(ii) for every x∈Gt and each sequence yn· ∈D, which converges to a continuous func-
tion y· satisfying yt = x, we have
lim
n→∞
det an(t; yn· )¿ (t; x)¿ 0; (2.3)
where  is a Borel function.
Remark 2.3. Condition (2.3) is satisHed if, for instance, the processes xnt are uniformly
nondegenerate in a neighborhood of Gt .
Assumption 2.4. For any T;  ∈ (0;∞), and any !∈ (0; 1], it holds that
lim
n→∞P
n(n((0; T ]× Bc!))¿  ) = 0;
where B! = {x∈Rd: |x|¡!}, Bc! = {x∈Rd: |x|¿ !}.
Remark 2.4. Notice that for each !∈ (0; 1] and r; T ∈ [0;∞)
#nrT :=
∫ T
0
∫
|x|61
|x|3I|xs|6r n(ds dx)6
∫ T
0
∫
|x|¡!
+
∫ T
0
∫
|x|¿!
6 !
∫ T
0
∫
|x|61
|x|2I|xs|6r n(ds dx) + n((0; T ]× Bc!));
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where according to Assumption 2.1 the Hrst term on the right is less than
2!
∫ T
0
I|xs|6r trace a
n(s; xn· ) ds6 2!
∫ T
0
L(r; s) ds:
It follows easily that, owing to Assumptions 2.1 and 2.4, for each  ¿0 and r; T ∈ [0;∞),
we have
lim
n→∞P
n(#nrT ¿  ) = 0
and since #nrT 6 2
∫ T
0 L(r; s) ds, we also have E
n#nrT → 0 as n → ∞, where En is the
expectation sign relative to Pn.
Remark 2.5. DeHne
$n = inf{t¿ 0: |jnt |¿ 1}: (2.4)
Then $n is an Fnt -stopping time, and obviously j
n
t =0 for 06 t ¡ $
n. Furthermore, by
Lemma VI.4.22 of Jacod and Shiryayev (1987), Assumption 2.4 implies that
Pn($n6T )→ 0
for each T ∈ [0;∞).
Theorem 2.1. In addition to Assumptions 2.1–2.4, suppose that the sequence of dis-
tributions (Qn)n¿1 of xn· converges weakly on the Polish space D to a measure Q.
Then Q is the distribution of a solution of the Itoˆ equation
xt = x0 +
∫ t
0
√
2a(s; xs) dws +
∫ t
0
b(s; xs) ds (2.5)
de;ned on a probability space with wt being a d-dimensional Wiener process.
Remark 2.6. Notice that there are no conditions on the values of a(t; x) and b(t; x) on
the set G. Hence Theorem 2.1 holds if we replace a; b with any other Borel functions,
which coincide with the original ones on the complement % of G. Of course, this can
only happen if∫ t
0
IG(s; xs) ds= 0 (a:s:):
This equality is proved in Lemma 2.4. In particular, xt satisHes
xt = x0 +
∫ t
0
I%(s; xs)
√
2a(s; xs) dws +
∫ t
0
I%(s; xs)b(s; xs) ds: (2.6)
Thus, the limit process satisHes (2.6). A particular feature of this equation is that gen-
erally its solutions are not unique. Indeed, let x′t be a one-dimensional Wiener process
wt and x′′t the process identically equal to zero. They both satisfy dxt =
√
2a(t; xt) dwt ,
where a(t; x) = 1=2 for (t; x) ∈ G, a(t; x) = 0 for (t; x)∈G, and G = [0;∞) × {0}. Of
course, there are many more di!erent solutions which spend some time at zero, then
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follow the trajectories of wt for a while and then again stay at zero. Therefore, the
statement that xt has the form
xt = x0 +
∫ t
0
√
2as dws +
∫ t
0
bs ds;
where as= a(s; xs) and bs= b(s; xs) whenever (s; xs) ∈ G and a and b are not speciHed
otherwise (cf. the Hrst part of Theorem 5.3 in Chapter 10 of Kushner and Dupuis,
2001), contains very little information on the process: in the above example both x′t
and x′′t have this form. In contrast with this always in the above example, the fact that
without changing xt one can change a; b on G in any way, and thus take a ≡ 1=2,
leaves only one possibility: xt = wt .
Remark 2.7. From Remark 2.6 we also see that the assumption that (2.5) has a unique
(weak or strong) solution makes no sense unless the values of a(t; x) and b(t; x) are
speci;ed everywhere. In Theorem 5.3 in Chapter 10 of Kushner and Dupuis (2001)
an attempt is presented to specify a(t; x) and b(t; x) on G consisting of requiring that
they belong to the set of all possible di!usion and drift coe$cients of xt when xt ∈Gt .
Generally, the set xt ∈Gt has zero probability (say, for the Wiener process) and the
requirement seems to have little sense. Nevertheless, it is natural to assume that, if
xt = wt in the example from Remark 2.6, then the only possibility for a(t; 0) is 1=2,
the same value as for all other x.
In that case, the equation dxt =
√
2a(t; xt) dwt (=dwt) with zero initial condition
has a unique solution, the distribution of which (by Theorem 2.1) is the weak limit of
the distributions of solutions to dxnt =
√
2an(xt) dwt with zero initial condition, where
an(x) = 1=2 for |x|¿ 1=n and an(x) = 1=3 for |x|¡ 1=n.
However, this fact does not imply that the distributions of any other processes zn· con-
verge to the Wiener measure, provided only that znt satisfy z
n
0=0 and dz
n
t =
√
2cn(znt ) dwt
with cn(x)=an(x) for |x|¿ 1=n, cn¿ 0, and supn;x cn(x)¡∞. To show this, it su$ces
to deHne cn(x) = n2x2 for |x|6 1=n and notice that znt ≡ 0 for all n.
This somewhat contradicts the second part of Theorem 5.3 in Chapter 10 of Kushner
and Dupuis (2001).
The proof of Theorem 2.1 consists of several steps throughout which we assume
that the conditions of this theorem are satisHed.
The idea is to rewrite (2.5) in terms of the martingale problem of Stroock–Varadhan.
Then naturally we also want to write the information about xnt in a martingale form
not involving stochastic bases and that is convenient to pass to the limit. This is done
in Lemma 2.2. After that we pass to the limit and in Lemma 2.3 derive our theorem
upon additionally assuming that the time spent by the limit process (t; xt) in the set G
of possible discontinuities of coe$cients is zero. This additional assumption holds, for
instance, if G = ∅. Lemma 2.4 concludes the proof of the theorem.
After that in Theorem 2.5 we extend Theorem 2.1 to cases in which uniform non-
degeneracy on Gt of di!usion is not required. We show the usefulness of Theorem 2.5
in Remark 4.3.
As any probability measure on D, the measure Q is the distribution on D of a process
x· having trajectories in D and deHned on a probability space. By E we denote the
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expectation sign associated with that probability space. We will see that the theorem
holds for this x· up to a possible enlargement of the probability space on which x·
lives. In the following lemma, Assumptions 2.2 and 2.3 are not used.
By C∞0 (Rd+1) we denote the set of all inHnitely di!erentiable real-valued functions
u= u(t; x) on Rd+1 with compact support.
Lemma 2.2. For any 06 t16 · · ·6 tq6 s6 t ¡∞, continuous bounded function f
on Rqd, and u∈C∞0 (Rd+1), we have
Ef(xt1 ; : : : ; xtq)[u(t; xt)− u(s; xs)]
= lim
n→∞E
nf(xnt1 ; : : : ; x
n
tq)
∫ t
s
[up(p; xnp) + a
nij(p; xn· )uxixj (p; x
n
p)
+ bni(p; xn· )uxi(p; x
n
p)] dp: (2.7)
Furthermore, the integrand with respect to p is less than NL(r; p), where the constants
N and r depend only on u but not on ! and n.
Proof. Denote
znt = x
n
t − jnt ;
and for any process zt on n denote (whenever it makes sense)
Mnt (z·) := u(t; zt)− u(0; z0)−
∫ t
0
ut(s; zs) ds−
∫ t
0
uxi(s; zs) dB
ni
s
− (1=2)
∫ t
0
uxixj (s; zs) d〈mn〉ijs ; (2.8)
-ns (z·; x) = u(s; zs + x)− u(s; zs)− xiuxi(s; zs)− (1=2)xixjuxixj (s; zs);
Rnt (z·) =
∫ t
0
∫
|x|61
-ns (z·; x) 
n(ds dx): (2.9)
Notice that by Itoˆ’s formula (see Liptser and Shiryayev, 1986, Theorem 1, Section 3,
Chapter 2) the process Mnt (z
n
· )− Rnt (zn· ) is a local Fnt -martingale. To be more precise
Theorem 1, Section 3, Chapter 2 of Liptser and Shiryayev (1986) says that
Mnt (z
n
· )− Rnt (zn· ) =
∑
0¡s6t
[u(s; zns )− u(s; zns−)− uxi(s; zns−)Qznis ]
−
∫ t
0
∫
|x|61
[u(s; zns + x)− u(s; zns )− xiuxi(s; zns )] n(ds dx)
+
∫ t
0
uxi(s; x
n
s−) dm
ni
s :
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Here the last term is a local martingale as is any stochastic integral with respect to a
local martingale and the sum of the remaining terms equals∫ t
0
∫
|x|61
[u(s; zns− + x)− u(s; zns−)− xiuxi(s; zns−)] R(ds dx)
which is the stochastic integral with respect to the martingale measure R =  −  and
thus also is a local martingale.
Take the Fnt -stopping time $
n introduced in (2.4). Then
Mtt∧$n(z
n
· )− Rnt∧$n(zn· )
is again a local martingale. It turns out that, for each T ∈ [0;∞), the trajectories of
Mnt∧$n(z
n
· ), t ∈ [0; T ], are bounded and even uniformly in n. Indeed, let r be such that
u(t; x) = 0 for |x|¿ r. Notice that znt = xnt for 06 t ¡ $n. Then we Hnd∫ t∧$n
0
uxi(s; z
n
s ) dB
ni
s =
∫ t∧$n
0
uxi(s; x
n
s )b
ni(s; xn· ) ds;
where
|uxi(s; xns )bni(s; xn· )|= 0
if |xs|¿ r (since u(t; x) = 0 for |x|¿ r) and
|uxi(s; xns )bni(s; xn· )|6L(r; s)sup
s;x
|ux(s; x)|
if |xs|6 r (see Assumption 2.1). Therefore,∣∣∣∣∣
∫ t∧$n
0
uxi(s; z
n
s ) dB
ni
s
∣∣∣∣∣6 sups; x |ux(s; x)|
∫ t
0
L(r; s) ds:
Similarly one treats the integrals with respect to 〈mn〉ijs . As far as Rnt (zn· ) is concerned
we notice that, for |x|6 1 and 06 t ¡ $n, we have
|-ns (zn· ; x)|6N |x|3I|zns |6r+1 = N |x|3I|xns |6r+1;
where the constant N can be expressed in terms of the third-order derivatives of u
only. Therefore,
|Rnt∧$n(zn· )|6N#nr+1;T ;
where #nr;T is introduced in Remark 2.4. By this remark for any t we have E|Rnt∧$n(zn· )|
→ 0. It follows that En|Rnt∧$n(zn· )|¡∞, so that the local martingale Mnt∧$n(zn· )−Rnt∧$n(zn· )
is in fact a martingale.
Hence,
Enf(xnt1 ; : : : ; x
n
tm)[M
n
t∧$n(z
n
· )− Rnt∧$n(zn· )− (Mns∧$n(zn· )− Rns∧$n(zn· ))] = 0:
Since En|Rnt∧$n(zn· )| → 0, we also have
lim
n→∞E
nf(xnt1 ; : : : ; x
n
tq)[M
n
t∧$n(z
n
· )−Mns∧$n(zn· )] = 0:
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Furthermore, due to Remark 2.5, P($n6T ) → 0 as n → ∞ for each T ∈ [0;∞). In
the light of this fact and by virtue of the uniform boundedness of Mn:∧$n(z
n
· ), we obtain
lim
n→∞E
n|Mnt∧$n(zn· )−Mns∧$n(zn· )|I$n6t = 0; (2.10)
so that
lim
n→∞E
nf(xnt1 ; : : : ; x
n
tq)[M
n
t (z
n
· )−Mns (zn· )]It¡$n = 0:
In addition, obviously, Mnt (z
n
· ) = M
n
t (x
n
· ) for t ¡ $
n and in the same way as above
one can prove that the trajectories of Mnt (x
n
· ), t ∈ [0; T ], are uniformly bounded in n
for each T . It follows that (2.10) holds with t; s; xn· in the place of t ∧ $n, s ∧ $n, zn· ,
respectively. Thus,
lim
n→∞E
nf(xnt1 ; : : : ; x
n
tq)[M
n
t (x
n
· )−Mns (xn· )] = 0
which is rewritten as (2.7). The asserted boundedness of the integrand in (2.7) follows
easily from the above argument. The lemma is proved.
After we have exploited the stochastic bases (n;Fn;Fnt ; t¿ 0; P
n), we will pass
to processes deHned on the same probability space. We are going to rely upon two facts.
First we know from Liptser and Shiryayev (1986, Theorem 1, Section 5,
Chapter 6) that, owing to Assumption 2.4, Q is concentrated on the space of con-
tinuous Rd-valued functions deHned on [0;∞). Second, remember that if yn· → y· in
D and y· is continuous, then |yn· − y·|∗t → 0 for any t ¡∞, where
y∗t := sup
r6t
|yr|:
Owing to these facts and Skorokhod’s embedding theorem (see Skorokhod, 1961,
Section 6, Chapter 1), we may assume that all the processes xn· , n=1; 2; : : :, are given
on the same probability space and there is a continuous process xt such that (a.s.)
lim
n→∞ supt6T
|xnt − xt |= 0 ∀T ∈ [0;∞): (2.11)
Lemma 2.3. Assume that for any T
E
∫ T
0
IG(t; xt) dt = 0; (2.12)
which is certainly true if G = ∅. Then the assertion of Theorem 2.1 holds.
Proof. As explained before the lemma we can write E in place of En in (2.7). Then we
insert Ixp 	∈Gp , which is harmless due to (2.12), in the integral in (2.7) (notice xp and not
xnp). Furthermore, we remember the last assertion of Lemma 2.2 and use Assumption
2.2, (2.11), and the dominated convergence theorem to conclude that the limit in (2.7)
equals
Ef(xt1 ; : : : ; xtq)
∫ t
s
Ixp 	∈Gp [a
ij(p; xp)uxixj (p; xp)
+ bi(p; xp)uxi(p; xp) + up(p; xp)] dp: (2.13)
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By using (2.12) again, we obtain that
Ef(xt1 ; : : : ; xtq)[u(t; xt)− u(s; xs)]
=Ef(xt1 ; : : : ; xtq)
∫ t
s
[up(p; xp) + aij(p; xp)uxixj (p; xp)
+ bi(p; xp)uxi(p; xp)] dp
for any bounded continuous f and ti6 s6 t. The latter just amounts to saying that
the process
u(t; xt)−
∫ t
0
[us(s; xs) + aij(s; xs)uxixj (s; xs) + b
i(s; xs)uxi(s; xs)] ds
is an Fxt -martingale, where F
x
t is the /-Held generated by xs, s6 t. It only re-
mains to remember the LSevy–Doob–Stroock–Varadhan characterization theorem (see,
for instance, Stroock and Varadhan (1979, Section 4.5) or Ikeda and Watanabe (1981,
Sections 2.6 and 2.7). The lemma is proved.
Remark 2.8. In the general case the above proof and Fatou’s theorem show that, if f
is nonnegative, then
Ef(xt1 ; : : : ; xtq)[u(t; xt)− u(s; xs)]
6Ef(xt1 ; : : : ; xtq)
∫ t
s
Ixp 	∈Gp [up(p; xp) + a
ij(p; xp)uxixj (p; xp)
+ bi(p; xp)uxi(p; xp)] dp+ I; (2.14)
where
I = Ef(xt1 ; : : : ; xtq)
∫ t
s
Ixp∈Gp limn→∞[a
nij(p; xn· )uxixj (p; x
n
p)
+ bni(p; xn· )uxi(p; x
n
p) + up(p; x
n
p)] dp: (2.15)
In the following lemma we complete proving Theorem 2.1. At this moment we take
Theorem 5.1 for granted.
Lemma 2.4. Eq. (2.12) holds and hence, by Lemma 2.3, Theorem 2.1 holds true as
well.
Proof. First, we estimate the lim in (2.15). Fix ! and almost any p for which (2.3)
holds with p in the place of t and xp(!)∈Gp. Then we can replace limn→∞ with
limn′→∞, where n′ is an appropriate sequence tending to inHnity. By extracting further
subsequences when necessary we may assume that an
′
(p; xn
′
· ) and b
n′(p; xn
′
· ) converge
to some Ra and Rb. Since xp ∈Gp and |xn· − x·|∗p → 0, (2.3) implies that det Ra¿ (p; xp).
In addition,
| Rb|+ trace Ra6L(|xp|+ 1; p)
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due to Assumption 2.1. Combined with det Ra¿ (p; xp) this yields
Raij0i0j¿ (p; xp)L−(d−1)(|xp|+ 1; p)|0|2 =: R(p; xp)|0|2¿ ˜(p; xp)|0|2
for all 0∈Rd, where ˜= IG R. Now by replacing  with ˜ and both K(r; t) and L(r; t)
with L(r + 1; t) in Section 5, we conclude that
lim
n→∞[a
nij(p; xn· )uxixj (p; x
n
p) + b
ni(p; xn· )uxi(p; x
n
p) + up(p; x
n
p)]
6 up(p; xp) + F(p; xp; uxx(p; xp)) + L(|xp|+ 1; p)|ux(p; xp)|:
Furthermore, Remark 2.2 shows that the same estimate holds for the expression in
brackets in (2.13), so that according to (2.14)
Ef(xt1 ; : : : ; xtq)[u(t; xt)− u(s; xs)]
6Ef(xt1 ; : : : ; xtq)
∫ t
s
[up(p; xp)
+F(p; xp; uxx(p; xp)) + L(|xp|+ 1; p)|ux(p; xp)|] dp
if f¿ 0. Hence the process
u(t; xt)−
∫ t
0
[us(s; xs) + F(s; xs; uxx(s; xs)) + L(|xs|+ 1; s)|ux(s; xs)|] ds
is a supermartingale and by Theorem 5.1 estimate (5.2) holds. If we take there f= IG
and remember that the Lebesgue measure of G is zero and R(t; x)¿ 0 on Gt for almost
all t, then we come to (2.12) with T ∧3r in place of T . Upon letting r →∞ we Hnally
obtain (2.12) as is. The lemma is proved.
The following theorem is used in Remark 4.3. Its proof is obtained by changing
variables. We introduce an assumption di!erent from Assumption 2.3.
Assumption 2.5. If G = ∅, then G=⋃∞m=1 Gm, where Gm are Borel sets. For each m, we
are given an integer dm¿ 1, a nonnegative Borel function m deHned on (0;∞)×Rdm ,
and a continuous Rdm -valued function vm(t; x) = (vm1(t; x); : : : ; vmdm(t; x)) deHned on
[0;∞) × Rd and having there continuous in (t; x) derivatives vmit ; vmix ; vmixx . For each m
and almost every t ∈ (0;∞),
(i) the set vm(t; Gmt ) has dm-dimensional Lebesgue measure zero,
(ii) for every x∈ vm(t; Gmt ) and each sequence yn· ∈D, which converges to a continuous
function y· satisfying vm(t; yt) = x, we have
lim
n→∞
det Vmn(t; yn· )¿ m(t; x)¿ 0; (2.16)
where the matrix Vmn(t; y·) is deHned according to
Vmnij (t; y·) = v
mi
xk (t; yt)v
mj
xr (t; yt)a
nkr(t; y·); i; j = 1; : : : ; dm:
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Remark 2.9. Assumption 2.3 is stronger than Assumption 2.5. Indeed, if the former is
satisHed, one can take Gm =G, m(t; x) = (t; x), dm = d, and vmi = xi; i= 1; : : : ; d, in
which case det Vmn = det an.
Remark 2.10. Another case is when again everything is independent of m, but dm=1
and v(t; x) = x1. Then condition (2.16) becomes
lim
n→∞
an11(t; yn· )¿ (t; x)¿ 0;
which is much weaker than (2.3). However, typically in this case in order to satisfy
requirement (i) of Assumption 2.5 we need to assume that Gt lies in a hyperplane
orthogonal to the Hrst coordinate axis.
Remark 2.11. Assume that G =
⋃∞
m=1 G
m, where Gmt are independent of t and are
hyperplanes Gmt ={x: (x; !m)=7m} with certain !m ∈Rd and 7m ∈R satisfying |!m|=1.
Assume that we have a Borel nonnegative function (t; x). Finally, assume that for
every m¿ 1; t ¿ 0; x∈Rd such that
(x; !m) = 7m;
and each sequence yn· ∈D, which converges to a continuous function y· satisfying
yt = x, we have
lim
n→∞
anij(t; yn· )!
i
m!
j
m¿ (t; 7m)¿ 0:
Then it turns out that Assumption 2.5 is satisHed. To show this, it su$ces to take
dm = 1 and vm(t; x) = (x; !m) and notice that the image of Gmt under the mapping
vm(t; ·) :Gmt → R is just one point 7m. We will use this fact in Section 4.
Remark 2.12. Generally, condition (2.16) is aimed at situations in which xnt in the
limit may degenerate in some directions but not along all those which are transversal
to Gt .
Theorem 2.5. Suppose that Assumptions 2.1, 2.2, 2.4, and 2.5 are satis;ed and the
sequence of distributions (Qn)n¿1 of xn· converges weakly on D to a measure Q. Then
the assertion of Theorem 2.1 holds true again.
Proof. We mimic the argument from the proof of Lemma 2.4 to show that (2.12)
holds if Assumption 2.5 rather than Assumption 2.3 is satisHed. The main idea is to
change variables according to the mappings vm.
It su$ces to prove that, for each m, Eq. (2.12) holds with Gm in place of G.
Furthermore, without losing generality we may assume that each set Gm is bounded;
otherwise we could split each of them into the union of bounded sets and consider
them as new Gm’s. We Hx m; T , and R and assume that Gm ⊂ [0; T ] × BR. Then
the behavior of vm(t; x) for large |x| becomes irrelevant and, changing vm outside of
[0; T ]× BR if necessary, we assume that
vm(t; x) = e1|x| (2.17)
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for (t; x) ∈ [0; 2T ]×B2R, where e1 is the Hrst basis vector in Rdm . It follows that there
is a constant N0¡∞ such that
|vmx (t; x)|+ |vmxixj (t; x)|+ |vmt (t; x)|6N0 ∀t; x: (2.18)
It also follows that, for any r¿ 0,
|vm(t; x)|6 r ⇒ |x|6 2R+ r: (2.19)
After that we go back to Lemma 2.2 and take there
u(t; x) = w(t; vm(t; x));
with w being a function of class C∞0 (Rdm+1). By the way, our stipulation (2.17) about
the behavior of vm for large |x| yields that u∈C∞0 (Rdm+1). We also take the function
f in the form
f(y1; : : : ; yq) = g(vm(t1; y1); : : : ; vm(tq; yq));
where yi ∈Rd and g is a continuous bounded nonnegative function on Rqdm . Finally,
we deHne
x˜nt = v
m(t; xnt ); x˜t = v
m(t; xt):
Notice that
anij(p; xn· )uxixj (p; x
n
p) + b
ni(p; xn· )uxi(p; x
n
p) + up(p; x
n
p)
= a˜nkr(p; xn· )wxkxr (p; x˜
n
p) + b˜
nk
(p; xn· )wxk (p; x˜
n
p) + wp(p; x˜
n
p);
where, for y· ∈D,
a˜nkr(p; y·) = anij(p; y·)vmkxi (p; yp)v
mr
xj (p; yp);
b˜
nk
(p; y·) = anij(p; y·)vmkxixj (p; yp) + b
ni(p; y·)vmkxi (p; yp) + v
mk
p (p; yp):
Then on the basis of Fatou’s theorem and Lemma 2.2 we get
Ef(xt1 ; : : : ; xtq)[u(t; xt)− u(s; xs)]
6Ef(xt1 ; : : : ; xtq)
∫ t
s
lim
n→∞ [up(p; xp) + a
nij(p; xn· )uxixj (p; x
n
p)
+ bni(p; xn· )uxi(p; x
n
p)] dp
=Eg(x˜t1 ; : : : ; x˜tq)
∫ t
s
lim
n→∞ [wp(p; x˜p) + a˜
nkr(p; xn· )wxkxr (p; x˜
n
p)
+ b˜
nk
(p; xn· )wxk (p; x˜
n
p)] dp:
Also notice that owing to (2.18), a˜ and b˜ satisfy (2.2) with L(r; t) replaced with
N0L(r; t). In the light of (2.19) this implies
|b˜n(t; xn· )|+ trace a˜n(t; xn· )6N0L(2R+ |x˜nt |; t):
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In addition, according to (2.16), for almost any t, for every x˜∈ vm(t; Gmt ) and each
sequence yn· ∈D, which converges to a continuous function y· satisfying vm(t; yt) = x˜,
we have
lim
n→∞
det a˜n(t; yn· )¿ m(t; x˜)¿ 0;
lim
n→∞
a˜nkr(t; yn· )0
k0r¿ ˜m(t; x˜)|0|2
for all 0∈Rdm , where
˜m(t; x˜) = m(t; x˜)L−(dm−1)(2R+ |x˜|+ 1; t)Ivm(Gm)(t; x˜):
Then as in the proof of Lemma 2.4 we Hnd that
Eg(x˜t1 ; : : : ; x˜tq)[w(t; x˜t)− w(s; x˜s)]
6Eg(x˜t1 ; : : : ; x˜tq)
∫ t
s
wp(p; x˜p) + F(p; x˜p; wxx(p; x˜p))
+L(2R+ |x˜p|+ 1; p)|wx(p; x˜p)|] dp;
where the operator F is constructed on the basis of ˜m and N0L(2R+ r; t) in place of 
and both L; K from Section 5, respectively, on the space of functions on Rdm in place
of Rd. Again as in the proof of Lemma 2.4 we conclude that, for any S we have
E
∫ S
0
Ivm(Gm)(t; x˜t) dt = 0:
Since, obviously, IGm(t; x)6 Ivm(Gm)(t; vm(t; x)) we get that (2.12) holds with Gm in
place of G. As we have pointed out in the beginning of the proof, this is exactly what
we need. The theorem is proved.
3. A su%cient condition for precompactness
One of the conditions of Theorem 2.1 is that the sequence of distributions (Qn)n¿1
of xn· on D converge. One can always extract a convergent subsequence from a se-
quence which is precompact and here we want to give a simple su$cient condition for
precompactness to hold. The assumptions of this section are somewhat di!erent from
those of Section 2 and this was the reason to treat the issue in a separate section.
We take the objects introduced in Section 2 before Assumption 2.1 and instead of that
assumption we require the following.
Assumption 3.1. Assumption 2.1 is satisHed with condition (ii) replaced by the fol-
lowing weaker condition: For each r ∈ [0;∞) there exists a locally integrable function
L(r; t) given on [0;∞) such that L(r; t) increases in r and
|bn(t; y·)|+ trace an(t; y·)6L(r; t)
whenever t ¿ 0, y· ∈D, and sups6t |ys|6 r.
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Lemma 3.1. Under Assumptions 2.4 and 3.1 suppose that we are given Fnt stopping
times 3nr , n=1; 2; : : : ; r ¿ 0, and a ;nite function !(r) de;ned on (0;∞) such that we
have (i) for all n and r,
|xnt |6 !(r) if 06 t ¡ 3nr (3.1)
and (ii)
lim
r→∞ limn→∞P
n(3nr6T ) = 0 ∀T ∈ [0;∞): (3.2)
Then the sequence (Qn)n¿1 is precompact.
Proof. DeHne
Gnt =
∫ t
0
[|bn(s; xn· )|+ trace an(s; xn· )] ds;
Fnt = G
n
t +
∫ t
0
∫
|x|¿1
n(ds dx):
Owing to Assumption 2.4, by Theorem VI.4.18 and Remark VI.4.20 of Jacod and
Shiryayev (1987) to prove the theorem it su$ces to check that the sequence of distri-
butions on D of Fn· is C-tight, that is precompact and each limit point of this sequence
is the distribution of a continuous process. In turn, due to Theorem VI.4.5 and Remark
VI.4.6 (3) of Jacod and Shiryayev (1987), to prove the C-tightness it su$ces to show
that, for any T ∈ [0;∞) and  ¿ 0,
lim
N→∞
lim
n
Pn
(
sup
t6T
|Fnt |¿N
)
= 0;
lim
↓0
lim
n
Pn
(
sup
t+s6T;06s6
|Fnt+s − Fnt |¿  
)
= 0: (3.3)
In view of Assumption 2.4 we need only prove (3.3) for Gn in place of Fn. We do
this replacement and after that notice that, for any r, the left-hand side of the Hrst
equation in (3.3) is less than
lim
N→∞
lim
n
Pn
(
sup
t6T∧3nr
|Gnt |¿N
)
+ lim
n→∞P
n(3nr6T ):
Here the Hrst term is zero for each r since Gnt is continuous in t and
|Gnt |6
∫ t
0
L(!(r); u) du
for t ¡ 3nr when by our assumptions |xnt |6 r. In addition, the second term can be made
as small as we wish by choosing a su$ciently large r. This proves the Hrst equation
in (3.3).
Similarly, the left-hand side of the second equation in (3.3) with Gn in place of Fn
is less than
lim
↓0
lim
n
Pn
(
sup
t+s6T∧3nr ;06s6
|Gnt+s − Gnt |¿  
)
+ lim
n→∞P
n(3nr6T );
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where again the Hrst term vanishes since
|Gnt+s − Gnt |6
∫ t+s
t
L(!(r); u) du:
The lemma is proved.
Remark 3.1. It may be worth noticing that the combination of assumptions (i) and
(ii) of Lemma 3.1 is equivalent to the following: for any T ∈ (0;∞), the sequence of
distributions of supt6T |xnt | is tight or put otherwise
lim
r→∞ limn→∞P
n
(
sup
t6T
|xnt |¿ r
)
= 0:
Lemma 3.1 reduces the investigation of precompactness to estimating |xn|∗t . Here the
following coercivity assumption turns out to be useful.
Assumption 3.2. For any n, there exists a nonnegative Fnt -predictable function Ln(t)
such that
bni(t; xn· )x
ni
t + trace a
n(t; xn· )6Ln(t)(1 + |xnt |2) (3.4)
for almost all (!; t). Furthermore, for any T ∈ [0;∞),
lim
c→∞ limn→∞P
n
(∫ T
0
Ln(t) dt ¿ c
)
= 0:
Remark 3.2. Quite often one imposes a linear growth assumption on the coe$cients
an and bn, which of course implies (3.4). However, say in one dimension, if an ≡ 0
and bni(t; y·) = bn(t; yt) and bn(t; yt)¿ 0 for yt ¡ 0 and bn(t; yt)6 0 for yt ¿ 0, then
(3.4) is satisHed with L ≡ 0. Therefore generally (3.4) does not provide any control
on the behavior of |bn(t; yt)| for large |yt |.
For that reason, Theorem 3.2 does not follow from the results of Jacod and Shiryayev
(1987) and Liptser and Shiryayev (1986).
Theorem 3.2. Let
lim
N→∞
lim
n→∞P
n(|xn0|¿N ) = 0 (3.5)
and let Assumptions 2.4, 3.1, and 3.2 be satis;ed. Then the sequence (Qn)n¿1 is
precompact. Furthermore, let k be an integer and fn(t; x) be Borel Rk -valued functions
de;ned on (0;∞)× Rd such that |fn(t; x)|6L(|x|; t) for all t; x; n. De;ne
ynt =
∫ t
0
fn(s; xns ) ds:
Then the sequence of distributions of (xn· ; y
n
· ) on D([0;∞);Rd+k) is precompact as
well.
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Proof. We are going to use a method introduced by Krylov and Rozovsky (1979,
Section 4, Chapter II). DeHne
znt = x
n
t − jnt ; ;n(t) = exp
(
−2
∫ t
0
Ln(s) ds
)
; un(t; x) = (1 + |x|2);n(t):
Also as in the proof of Lemma 2.2, use notation (2.8) and (2.9) and notice that due
to special choice of u, we have Rnt (z·) ≡ 0.
Then by using Itoˆ’s formula, we get that the process
Mnt := (1 + |znt |2);n(t)− (1 + |xn0|2)
−
∫ t
0
[2znis b
ni(s; xn· ) + 2 trace a
n(s; xn· )− 2Ln(s)(1 + |zns |2)];n(s) ds (3.6)
is a local martingale.
Now take $n again from (2.4) and remember that zns = x
n
s for s¡$
n, so that the
expression in brackets in (3.6) is negative due to Assumption 3.2. Then we see that
Hnt := (1 + |znt∧$n |2);n(t ∧ $n)− (1 + |xn0|2)
is a local supermartingale. For any constant N ¿ 0, the process Hnt I|xn0|6N also is a
local supermartingale and, since it is bounded from below by the constant −(1 +N 2),
it is a supermartingale. Therefore, upon deHning
=nr = inf
{
t¿ 0: sup
s6t
|xns |¿r
}
; 3nr = $
n ∧ =nr ;
we get that, for any T ∈ [0;∞),
En(1 + |znT∧3nr |2);n(T ∧ 3nr )I|xn0|6N 6 1 + N 2;
En(1 + |zn3nr |2);n(3nr )I|xn0|6N;3nr6T¡$n6 1 + N 2:
Then we notice that on the interval [0; $n) the process jnt is identically zero. Hence,
for 3nr6T ¡$
n we have
|zn3nr |= |xn3nr |= |xn=nr |¿ r
and we obtain
e−c(1 + r2)Pn
(∫ T
0
Ln(t) dt6 c; |xn0|6N; 3nr6T ¡$n
)
6 1 + N 2;
lim
r→∞ limn→∞P
n(|xn0|6N; 3nr6T ¡$n) = 0:
This holds for any N and along with assumption (3.5) and Remark 2.5 leads Hrst to
lim
r→∞ limn→∞P
n(3nr6T ¡$
n) = 0
and then to (3.2).
Finally, observe that (3.1) is obviously satisHed even if 06 t ¡=nr rather than
06 t ¡ 3nr . Hence, by referring to Lemma 3.1 we Hnish proving the assertion of our
theorem regarding the distributions of xn· .
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Lemma 3.1 yields the result for (xn· ; y
n
· ) as well since, obviously, for 06 t ¡ r ∧ 3nr ,
we have
|ynt |6
∫ r
0
L(r; s) ds:
The theorem is proved.
4. An example of queueing model
We consider a particular queueing system with d service stations and d+1 incoming
streams of customers. We refer the reader to Fleming and Simon (1999) for relations
of this system to practical problems. The Hrst d streams are composed of customers
“having appointments”, meaning that the customers from the ith stream only go to the
ith service station. The last stream, to which we assign number 0, is that of “free”
customers who, upon “checking in”, are routed to the service stations according to
a certain rule to be described later. We assume that each service station consists of
inHnitely many servers, so that inHnitely many customers can be served at each station
simultaneously. Denote by Qit the number of customers being served at the ith station
at time t.
With station i; i = 1; : : : ; d, we associate a “cost” !i ¿ 0 and suppose that a “free”
customer arriving at time t is directed to the ith station if i is the smallest integer
satisfying
!iQit−6 !jQ
j
t− for all j = i:
Such a routing policy is called load balancing (Fleming and Simon, 1999). Here and
below in this section the summation convention over repeated indices is not enforced.
We take some numbers 00; : : : ; 0d ¿ 0 and assume that the ith stream of customers
forms a Poisson process with parameter 0i. To describe the service times we Hx
some “thresholds” N 1; : : : ; Nd, which are positive integers, and assume that, given
0¡Qit ¡N
i, each of Qit customers at the ith station
(i) has its own server,
(ii) spends with its server a random time having exponential distribution with param-
eter 1,
(iii) after having been served leaves the system.
However, given Qit¿N
i, the service is organized di!erently. All Qit customers are
divided into disjoint groups each consisting of two persons apart from at most one
group having only one member. Then each of those groups is supposed to get service
according to rules (i)–(iii) above. By the way, it is not hard to understand that on
average both disciplines of servicing yield the same number of customers having been
served during one unit of time.
Finally, we assume that all service times and arrival processes are as independent
as they can possibly be.
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Now we describe the model in rigorous terms. For any numbers y1; : : : ; yd deHne
argmin
k=1;:::; d
yk = i
if i is the least of 1; : : : ; d such that yi6yk for k = i. For x∈Rd and i= 1; : : : ; d, let
i(x) =


1 if i = argmin
k=1;:::; d
!kxk ;
0 otherwise:
Also take independent Poisson processes V0t ; : : : ;V
d
t with parameters 00; : : : ; 0d, respec-
tively. Then we think of the number of arrivals at the ith station as given by
Ait =
∫ t
0
i(Qs−) dV0s +V
i
t ;
where Qs = (Q1s ; : : : ; Q
d
s ) and Q
i
t are some integer-valued right continuous processes
having left limits. To model the number of departures Dit from the ith station up to
time t we take Poisson processes Vijt and W
ij
t ; i=1; : : : ; d, j=1; 2; : : :, having parameter
1 and mutually independent and independent of (V0· ; : : : ;V
d
· ). Then we deHne
Di(t) =
∫ t
0
IN i¿Qis−
∑
j¿1
IQis−¿j dV
ij
s
+
∫ t
0
IN i6Qis−
∑
j¿1
(IQis−¿2j + IQis−+1¿2j) dW
ij
s :
To be consistent with the description, Qt should satisfy the balance equations Qit =
Qi0 + A
i
t − Dit . Thus, we are going to investigate the system of equations
dQit = 
i(Qt−) dV0t + dV
i
t − IN i¿Qit−
∑
j¿1
IQit−¿j dV
ij
t
− IN i6Qit−
∑
j¿1
(IQit−¿2j + IQit−+1¿2j) dW
ij
t ; i = 1; : : : ; d: (4.1)
Needless to say that we assume that all the Poisson processes we are dealing with are
given on a probability basis satisfying the “usual” assumptions. We also assume that
the initial condition Q0 is independent of the Poisson processes.
Notice that for any initial condition Q0 there is a unique solution of (4.1). Indeed
obviously, for any solution we have Qit6Q
i
0 + V
0
t + V
i
t , so that, while solving (4.1)
for t ∈ [0; T ], one can safely replace the inHnite sums in (4.1) with the sums over
j6Qi0 + V
0
T + V
i
T . After that one solves (4.1) on each ! noticing that between the
jumps of the Poisson processes Qt is constant and the jumps of Qt themselves are
given by (4.1).
For obvious reasons we rewrite (4.1) in terms of representation (2.1). First, for
k = 0; : : : ; d; i = 1; : : : ; d; j¿ 1, we deHne
RV
k
t =V
k
t − 0kt; RV
ij
t =V
ij
t − t; RW
ij
t = W
ij
t − t:
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These processes are square integrable martingales with
〈 RVk〉t = 0kt; 〈 RVij〉t = t; 〈 RWij〉t = t:
Next, for i = 1; : : : ; d, deHne
Mit =
∫ t
0
i(Qs−) d RV
0
s + RV
i
t −
∫ t
0
IN i¿Qis−
∑
j¿1
IQis−¿j d
RV
ij
s
−
∫ t
0
IN i6Qis−
∑
j¿1
(IQis−¿2j + IQis−+1¿2j) d
RW
ij
s ;
which are at least locally square integrable martingales. Then after observing that, for
any integer q¿ 0,∑
j¿1
Iq¿j = q;
∑
j¿1
(Iq¿2j + Iq+1¿2j) = q;
we turn Eq. (4.1) into the equation
dQit = (00
i(Qt) + 0i − Qit) dt + dMit : (4.2)
In order to explain what follows (in no way is this explanation used in the proof of
Theorem 4.1 below), notice that (4.2) seems to imply that
(EQit)
′ = 00Ei(Qt) + 0i − EQit : (4.3)
We are interested in the behavior of Qt when 0i’s are large but 00 is much smaller
than 01; : : : ; 0d. Then, on the one hand, EQit should be large for moderate t and, on
the other hand, the Hrst term on the right in (4.3) can be neglected. In that situation
Eq. (4.3) turns out to have a stable point EQit ≡ 0i. This means that, if for the initial
condition we have EQi0 = 0i, then EQ
i
t = 0i for all t. Notice that since 0i’s are large,
so should EQi0 be.
Therefore, we write 0i = R0i +Q0i, where Q0i will be assumed to have order of 00,
denote
RQ
i
t = Q
i
t − R0i
and rewrite (4.2) in terms of RQt . At this moment we introduce the assumption that
R0i!i = n; i = 1; : : : ; d; (4.4)
with n being an integer (independent of i) to be sent to inHnity. This is convenient
due to the simple fact that then
i(x) = i(x − R0):
In this notation (4.2) becomes
d RQ
i
t = (00
i( RQt) + Q0i − RQ
i
t) dt + dM
i
t :
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To understand what kind of normalization is natural we compute the quadratic charac-
teristics of Mit . Notice that, for any integer q¿ 0, we have∑
j¿1
(Iq¿2j + Iq+1¿2j)2 =
∑
j¿1
(Iq¿2j + 2Iq¿2j + Iq+1¿2j)
= 3[q=2] + [(q+ 1)=2]= :qf(q);
where [a] is the integer part of a. By the way, we can only deHne f(q) by the above
formula for all real q¿ 0. If q6 0, we let f(q) = 0. Then
06f6 2; lim
q→∞f(q) = 2: (4.5)
It follows that
d〈M 〉iit = [00i( RQt) + 0i + QitIQit¡Ni + Qitf(Qit)IQit¿Ni ] dt:
Also due to independence of our Poisson processes and the fact that ij=0 for i = j,
we get
〈M 〉ijt = 0 for i = j:
If we believe that, in a sense, Qit ∼ 0i, then Qit=0i should converge as well as Mit =
√
0i,
and we see that it is natural to expect RQ
i
t=
√
0i to converge to a certain limit. To
make the model more meaningful we also assume that the thresholds Ni’s are large
and roughly speaking proportional to 0i. In this way we convince ourselves that the
following result seems natural.
Theorem 4.1. Let !1; : : : ; !d ¿ 0 and 0; : : : ; d¿ 0 and 1; : : : ; d ∈R be ;xed
parameters. For n= 1; 2; : : : de;ne
0i = n!−1i + i
√
n; i = 1; : : : ; d; 00 = 0
√
n;
N i = n!−1i + i
√
n; i = 1; : : : ; d:
Let Qt =Qnt be the solution of (4.1) with certain initial condition independent of the
Poisson processes and introduce
xnt = n
−1=2(Qn1t − n!−11 ; : : : ; Qndt − n!−1d ):
Let Qn be the distribution of xn· on D. Finally, assume that the distribution of xn0
weakly converges to a distribution F0 as n→∞.
Then, as n → ∞, Qn converges weakly to the distribution of a solution of the
following system:
dxit = (0
i(xt) + i − xit) dt + !−1=2i (2 + Ixit¿i)1=2 dwit ; i = 1; : : : ; d (4.6)
considered on some probability space with wt being a d-dimensional Wiener process
and x0 distributed according to F0.
Proof. First of all notice that (4.6) has solutions on appropriate probability spaces and
any solution has the same distribution on the space of Rd-valued continuous functions.
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This follows from the fact that an obvious change of probability measure allows us
to consider the case with no drift terms in (4.6). In that case, (4.6) becomes just a
collection of unrelated one-dimensional equations with uniformly nondegenerate and
bounded di!usion. Weak unique solvability of such equations is a very well-known
fact (see, for instance, Krylov, 1969, Theorems 2 and 3).
In the proof of convergence we will be using Theorems 3.2 and 2.1. Observe that
Assumption 2.4 is satisHed since xnit has no jumps bigger than 2n
−1=2 and n((0;∞)×
Bca) = 0 if n¿ 4d=a
2. Furthermore, if in the argument before the theorem we take
R0i=n!−1i so that (4.4) holds, and let Q0i=i
√
n, then after noticing that, by deHnition,
Qni = n1=2xnit + n!
−1
i ;
we easily obtain
dxnt = b
n(xnt ) dt + dm
n
t ; 〈mn〉t =
∫ t
0
an(xns ) ds; (4.7)
where
bni(x) = 0i(x) + i − xi;
anij(x) = ij
(
n−1=20i(x) + !−1i + in
−1=2
+ (xin−1=2 + !−1i )+[Ixi¡i + f(n
1=2 xi + n!−1i )Ixi¿i ]
)
:
Upon remembering (4.5) we see that, for a constant N and all n and x, we have
|bn(x)|+trace an(x)6N (1+|x|), which shows that Assumptions 2.1 and 3.1, equivalent
in our present situation, and Assumption 3.2 are satisHed. By Theorem 3.2 the sequence
(Qn) is precompact.
Next, obviously Assumption 2.2 is satisHed if we take
G =

(t; x): t ¿ 0;
d∏
i; j=1
(!ixi − !jxj)(xi − i) = 0

 ;
bi(x) = 0i(x) + i − xi; aij(x) = ij!−1i (1 + Ixi¡i + 2Ixi¿i):
Finally, Assumption 2.3 is satisHed since det an(x)¿ !−11 · · · !−1d everywhere.
By Theorem 2.1, every convergent subsequence of (Qn) converges to the distribution
of a solution of (4.6) with the above speciHed initial distribution. Since all such solu-
tions have the same distribution, the whole sequence (Qn) converges to the distribution
of any solution of (4.6). The theorem is proved.
Remark 4.1. In Theorem 4.1 we assume that Qni0 goes to inHnity with certain rate,
namely Qni0 ∼ n!−1i . Interestingly enough, if we change the rate, the di!usion ap-
proximation changes. Indeed, keep all the assumption of Theorem 4.1 apart from the
assumption that xn0 converges in distribution and instead assume that, for a $∈ [0;∞)
say for $= 0,
n−1=2(Qn10 − n$!−11 ; : : : ; Qnd0 − n$!−1d )
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converges in law to a random vector. Notice that the case $ = 1 is covered by
Theorem 4.1. We claim that, for $¿ 1, the processes
ynt = n
−1=2(Qn1t − nqt!−11 ; : : : ; Qndt − nqt!−1d );
where qt = 1 + ($− 1)e−t , weakly converge to a solution of the system
dyit = (0
i(yt) + i − yit) dt + !−1=2i (1 + qt)1=2 dwit ; i = 1; : : : ; d;
and for $∈ [0; 1) weakly converge to a solution of
dyit = (0
i(yt) + i − yit) dt + !−1=2i (1 + 2qt)1=2 dwit ; i = 1; : : : ; d:
Indeed, we have
Qni = n1=2ynit + nqt!
−1
i ; dqt = (1− qt) dt;
dynt = b
n(ynt ) dt + dm
n
t ; 〈mn〉t =
∫ t
0
an(yns ) ds;
where
bni(x) = 0i(x) + i − xi;
anij(x) = ij
(
n−1=20i(x) + !−1i + in
−1=2
+ (xin−1=2 + qt!−1i )+[I($−1)e−t¡!i(i−xi)n−1=2
+f(n1=2 xi + nqt!−1i )I($−1)e−t¿!i(i−xi)n−1=2 ]
)
:
As in the proof of Theorem 4.1 one checks that the sequence of distributions of yn· is
precompact. Furthermore, obviously, for any x
anij(x)→
{
ij!−1i (1 + qt) if $¡ 1;
ij!−1i (1 + 2qt) if $¿ 1;
and this yields our claim in the same way as in the proof of Theorem 4.1.
Remark 4.2. We tried to explain before the proof of Theorem 4.1 why its statement
looks natural. Now we can also explain how the function qt from Remark 4.1 was
found. The explanation is based on a kind of law of large numbers which in queueing
theory is associated with the so-called “Xuid approximations”. Generally, “Xuid approx-
imations” can also be derived from Theorems 3.2 and 2.1. For instance, if 0k = 0k(n)
and 0k(n)=n → 7k as n → ∞, and 70 = 0, then under the condition that Qn0=n con-
verges in probability to a constant vector, the processes Qnt =n converge in probability
uniformly on each Hnite time interval to the deterministic solution of the system
dqit = (7i − qi) dt; i = 1; : : : ; d:
This fact obviously follows from Theorems 3.2 and 2.1 applied to (4.2) written in
terms of znt := Q
n
0=n:
dznit = b
ni(znt ) dt + dM
ni
t ;
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with d〈Mn〉ijt = ant (znt ) dt,
bni(x) = i(x)00=n+ 0i=n− x; |anijt (x)|6Nn−1(1 + |x|);
where the constant N is independent of x; n; t.
The following observation can be generalized so as to be used in various control
problems in which optimal controls are discontinuous with respect to space variables.
Remark 4.3. It turns out that many discontinuous functionals of xn· converge in law
to corresponding functionals of x·. For instance take a Borel vector-valued function
f(x) on Rd such that the set of its discontinuities lies in a closed set J ⊂ Rd having
Lebesgue measure zero. Also assume that f is locally bounded, that is bounded on
any ball in Rd but may behave in any way at inHnity. As an example, one can take
f(x) = (1(x); : : : ; d(x)). Then, for
ynt :=
∫ t
0
f(xns ) ds; yt :=
∫ t
0
f(xs) ds
we have that the distributions of (xn· ; y
n
· ) converge weakly to the distribution of (x·; y·).
Indeed, append (4.7) with one more equation: dynt =f(x
n
t ) dt and consider the couple
zn· = (x
n
· ; y
n
· ) as a process in Rd+1. Obviously, Assumptions 2.1 and 2.4 are satisHed
for thus obtained couple.
Furthermore, deHne
H =

(t; x; y): t ¿ 0; y∈R; x∈ J or
d∏
i; j=1
(!ixi − !jxj)(xi − i) = 0

 :
Since J is closed, for any t ¿ 0 and (x; y) ∈ Ht , the function f (independent of y)
is continuous in a neighborhood of x, which along with the argument in the proof of
Theorem 4.1 shows that Assumption 2.2 is satisHed for znt . Finally, for
Hm ≡ H; dm = d; vmi(t; x; y) = xi; i = 1; : : : ; d;
we have
vm(Ht) =

x: x∈ J or
d∏
i; j=1
(!ixi − !jxj)(xi − i) = 0


which has d-dimensional Lebesgue measure zero and
det Vnm(t; xn· ; y
n
· ) = det a
n(xnt )¿ !
−1
1 · · · · · !−1d ¿ 0:
Hence Assumption 2.5 is satisHed as well. This along with precompactness of distri-
butions of (xn· ; y
n
· ) guaranteed by Theorem 3.2 and along with Theorem 2.5 shows that
any convergent subsequence of distributions of (xn· ; y
n
· ) converges to the distribution
of a process (x·; y·), whose Hrst component satisHes (4.6) and the second one obeys
dyt = f(xt) dt.
Thus, we get our assertion for a subsequence instead of the whole sequence. How-
ever, as we have noticed above, solutions of (4.6) are weakly unique and this obviously
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implies that solutions of the system (4.6) appended with dyt=f(xt) dt are also weakly
unique. Therefore, the whole sequence of distributions of (xn· ; y
n
· ) converges.
5. An Lp estimate
Let d¿ 1 be an integer, (;F; P) be a complete probability space, and (Ft ; t¿ 0)
be an increasing Hltration of /-Helds Ft ⊂ F with F0 being complete with respect
to P;F. Let K(r; t) and L(r; t) be two nonnegative deterministic functions deHned for
r; t ¿ 0. Assume that they increase in r and are locally integrable in t, so that∫ T
0
(K(r; t) + L(r; t)) dt ¡∞ ∀r; T ∈ (0;∞):
Let (t; x) be a nonnegative deterministic function deHned for t¿ 0 and x∈Rd and
satisfying (t; x)6K(|x|; t). DeHne A(t; x) as the set of all symmetric nonnegative
d× d-matrices a such that
(t; x)|0|26 aij0i0j6K(|x|; t)|0|2 ∀0∈Rd:
Here, as well as everywhere in the article apart from Section 4, we use the summation
convention. For any symmetric d× d-matrix v= (vij) deHne
F(t; x; v) = sup
a∈A(t;x)
aijvij:
As is easy to see, if 0i(v), i = 1; : : : ; d, are eigenvalues of v numbered in any order,
then
F(t; x; v) =
d∑
i=1
B(t; x; 0i(v));
where B(t; x; 0) = K(|x|; t)0 for 0¿ 0 and B(t; x; 0) = (t; x)0 for 06 0.
Remember that C∞0 (Rd+1) is the set of all inHnitely di!erentiable real-valued func-
tion u= u(t; x) on Rd+1 with compact support.
Theorem 5.1. Let xt , t¿ 0, be an Rd-valued Ft-adapted continuous process such
that, for any u∈C∞0 (Rd+1), the following process is a local Ft-supermartingale:
u(t; xt)−
∫ t
0
[us(s; xs) + F(s; xs; uxx(s; xs)) + L(x∗t ; s)|ux(s; xs)|] ds; (5.1)
where ux is the gradient of u with respect to x, uxx is the matrix of second-order
derivatives uxixj of u,
us = @u=@s; uxixj = @
2u=@xi@xj:
Then for any r; T ∈ (0;∞) there exists a constant N ¡∞, depending only on r; L(r; T ),
and d (but not on K(r; t)), such that, for any nonnegative Borel f(t; x), we have
E
∫ T∧3r
0
d=(d+1)(t; xt)f(t; xt) dt6N‖f‖Ld+1([0;T ]×Br); (5.2)
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where
‖f‖Ld+1([0;T ]×Br) =
(∫ T
0
∫
|x|6r
fd+1(t; x) dx dt
)1=(d+1)
:
Br is the open ball in Rd of radius r centered at the origin, and 3r is the ;rst exit
time of xt from Br .
Proof. First of all notice that for any u∈C∞0 (Rd+1) expression (5.1) makes sense.
Indeed, if r is such that u(t; x) = 0 for |x|¿ r and all t, then the integral is bounded
by a constant times∫ t
0
[1 + K(r; s) + L(x∗t + r; s)] ds;
which is Hnite since each trajectory of xs is bounded on [0; t]. Also observe that the
usual approximation techniques allow us to only concentrate on the case of inHnitely
di!erentiable functions f¿ 0 vanishing for |x|¿ r for some r. We Hx r, such a
function f, and a nonnegative function D∈C∞0 (Rd+1) with unit integral and support
in the unit ball of Rd+1 centered at the origin. Below, for any locally bounded Borel
function g(t; y) and  ¿ 0 we use the notation
g( ) = g ∗ D ; where D (t; x) =  −d−1D(t= ; x= ):
Next, we need Theorem 2 of Krylov (1976), which states the following. There exist
constants ! = !(d)¿ 0 and Nr = N (r; d)¡∞ and there exists a bounded Borel non-
positive function z on Rd+1 which is convex on B2r for each Hxed t and is such that,
for each nonnegative symmetric matrix a,
!(det a)1=(d+1)f( )6 z( )t + a
ijz( )xixj for  6 r; t ∈R; |x|6 r; (5.3)
|z( )x |6 2r−1|z( )| for  6 r=2; t ∈R; |x|6 r; (5.4)
|z|6Nr‖f‖Ld+1(R×Br) in R× B2r : (5.5)
Notice that in Theorem 2 of Krylov (1976) there is a minus sign in front of z( )t .
However, (5.3) is true as is, since one can replace t with −t and this does not a!ect
any other term. Observe that (5.5) obviously implies that for  6 r, we have
|z( )|6Nr‖f‖Ld+1(R×Br) in R× Br: (5.6)
Fix an  ¿ 0. We claim that the process
Et :=−z( )(t ∧ 3r; xt∧3r )−
∫ t∧3r
0
[− z( )s (s; xs)
+F(s; xs;−z( )xx (s; xs)) + L(r; s)|z( )x (s; xs)|] ds (5.7)
is a local supermartingale. To prove the claim it su$ces to prove that (5.7) is a local
supermartingale on [0; T ] for every T ∈ [0;∞). Fix a T ∈ [0;∞) and concentrate on
t ∈ [0; T ]. Change −z( ) outside of [0; T ] × Br in any way with the only requirement
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that the new function, say u, belongs to C∞0 (Rd+1). Then process (5.1) is a local
supermartingale. Replacing t with t ∧ 3r yields a local supermartingale again. Also
observe that subtracting an increasing continuous process from a local supermartin-
gale preserves the property of being a local supermartingale. After noticing that for
0¡s6 t ∧ 3r6T , we have |xs|6 r and L(x∗s ; s)6L(r; s), we conclude that
Ft := u(t ∧ 3r; xt∧3r )−
∫ t∧3r
0
[− z( )s (s; xs)
+F(s; xs;−z( )xx (s; xs)) + L(r; s)|z( )x (s; xs)|] ds
is a local supermartingale on [0; T ]. Since
Ft − Et = [u(0; x0)− z( )(0; x0)]I3r=0
is a bounded martingale, (5.7) is a local supermartingale indeed.
After having proved our claim we notice that for each T ∈ [0;∞), the process (5.7)
is obviously bounded on [0; T ]. Therefore (5.7) is a supermartingale and
EET I3r¿06EE0I3r¿06 sup
|x|6r
|z( )(0; x)|;
which along with (5.6), (5.4), and the fact that z6 0, yields that for any  6 r=2
E
∫ T∧3r
0
[z( )s (s; xs)− F(s; xs;−z( )xx (s; xs))] ds
6Nr‖f‖Ld+1([0;T ]×Br)
(
1 + 2r−1E
∫ T∧3r
0
L(r; s) ds
)
:
Here, owing to (5.3)
z( )s − F(s; x;−z( )xx ) = inf
a∈A(s; x)
[z( )s + a
ijz( )xixj ]
¿f( )! inf
a∈A(s;x)
(det a)1=(d+1) = f( )!d=(d+1):
Hence
E
∫ T∧3r
0
d=(d+1)f( )(s; xs) ds6N‖f‖Ld+1([0;T ]×Br)
with
N = Nr!−1
(
1 + 2r−1
∫ T
0
L(r; s) ds
)
:
Finally we let  ↓ 0 and use the continuity of f which guarantees that f( ) → f. Then
upon remembering that f¿ 0 and using Fatou’s theorem, we arrive at (5.2) with the
above speciHed N . The theorem is proved.
Remark 5.1. Actually, we did not use the continuity of xt . We could have only as-
sumed that xt is a separable measurable process. However, then it turns out that the
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assumption about processes (5.1) implies that xt is continuous anyway and moreover
that xt is an Itoˆ process (Krylov, 1989).
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